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Statement of the Problem.   
For an earthquake to occur the source fault must be ‘brittle’, that is it must lose strength with 

increasing shear strain. Modern rock friction observations more specifically demonstrate that fault 
strength depends on the sliding rate rather than explicitly on slip, and the analogous requirement for 
earthquake occurrence is that fault strength must decrease with sliding rate (velocity weakening or 
negative rate dependence). However, at low sliding speeds of 0.001 to ~ 1000 microns/s laboratory 
experiments collectively show that directly measured rate dependence of friction does not reflect a 
material property nor is even the measured sign of the rate dependence a material property. Gouge layers 
of quartzofeldspathic rocks are generally rate strengthening (Byerlee and Summers, 1976) whereas bare 
surfaces are rate weakening (Dieterich, 1978, 1979). A key caveat to this rule of thumb is that such 
gouges can be rate weakening if the deformation is localized (Dieterich, 1981; Beeler et al., 1996). 
Because faults in nature are a thick granular layer we tend to think that natural earthquake occurrence 
really requires two things, that the material or intrinsic dependence is rate weakening and that the 
deformation is localized.  

A gap of understanding in lab-based models of earthquake occurrence is that localization observed in 
laboratory experiments is generally imposed or strongly influenced by the initial or boundary conditions 
of the experiment, for example, by starting with a flat bare rock surface which requires localization, by 
conducting a simulated gouge experiment with a localized boundary condition (Beeler et al., 1996) or a 
gouge experiment containing an inadvertently weak interface (Dieterich, 1981). As discussed in more 
detail below, these experimental issues that have prevented studying shear localization in the low speed 
experiments relevant to earthquake nucleation are just as true or even more true for high speed sliding 
experiments (1 mm/s to 10 m/s). Thus, localization has never been studied adequately in the laboratory 
and it is not known how or exactly why shear localization occurs within gouge layers at any sliding speed.  

In addition to determining whether faults are seismic or aseismic, the degree of localization controls 
the depth of the stable- unstable friction transition, the initial heat production rate which controls the onset 
of shear induced phase changes and pore pressurization, the onset velocity of other dynamic weakening 
mechanisms such as flash weakening, and other key properties of fault strength. 

This work is a pilot study to develop new experimental procedures and to study shear localization 
and delocalization in fault gouges in which the degree of localization is determined by material properties, 
stress conditions and strain, rather than influenced by experimental initial and boundary conditions. We 
are developing procedures for rotary shear deformation under confining pressure for low sliding speeds. 
Our work will: 1) provide a physical basis for geologic observations of shear localization, 2) produce 
better understanding of the significance of fault zone characteristics and processes 3) help determine the 
origin, evolution and implications of on-fault damage and 3) ultimately lead to advances in earthquake 
rupture simulation and associated calculated ground motions.  

To date we have successfully designed a complex collection of jigs that will allow us to place 
powdered Teflon adjacent to the inner and outer boundaries of our rock gouge samples in order to prevent 
mixing of the Teflon and rock powders during sample assembly. The fabrication of these parts is nearly 
complete. Soon we will be able to perform the proposed testing of an assembly that should not impose 
localization on the synthetic rock gouge, even though we have not managed to complete these tests during 
the time period of this grant. 

Introduction  
At low sliding speeds of 0.001 microns/s to ~ 1 mm/s laboratory experiments demonstrate that 

directly measured friction, the ratio of fault shear to normal stress, is not a material property. Bare 
quartzofeldspathic rock surfaces have higher friction than simulated gouges of the same composition 
(Beeler et al., 1996), typically the difference is 10 to 15% but can be even higher in some cases such as 
for very thick simulated gouge layers. For quartzo-feldspathic materials whose minerals are not strongly 
anisotropic, the intrinsic friction is high; in bare experiments the fault is forced to deform on a localized 
shear surface whereas thick gouge layers are able to accommodate shear in a variety of orientations and 
tend to be weaker (Beeler et al., 1996). 
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Even friction of mono-mineralic rocks is not constant and for anisotropic minerals such as 
phyllosilicates the friction coefficient of a fault gouge can vary tremendously. For example talc gouge 
with randomly oriented particles have friction of 0.8 whereas a talc gouge with the preferred orientation 
of grains with basal cleavage planes optimally oriented for slip have friction of 0.2 (Boutareaud et al., 
2010). For such a material, observed weakness requires a preferred orientation as well as an intrinsic 
weakness.  

Though the absolute level of friction is important for crustal scale fault models and heat flow, more 
important for seismicity, for an earthquake to occur the source fault must lose strength with increasing 
sliding rate (velocity weakening or negative rate dependence). Unfortunately, like friction, directly 
measured rate dependence of friction is not a material property. Worse, the measured sign of the rate 
dependence isn’t a material property either. For example gouge layers of quartzo-feldspathic rock are 
generally rate strengthening while bare surfaces are rate weakening (Dieterich, 1981; Marone et al., 1990; 
Beeler et al., 1996). In a few cases gouges are observed to be rate weakening and that only occurs if the 
deformation is localized (Dieterich, 1981; Beeler et al., 1996). Because faults in nature have a well 
developed thick granular layer, in which there are generally narrow localized shear zones (Logan et al., 
1979; Chester et al., 1993) we tend to think that natural earthquake occurrence on a mature fault actually 
requires two things, that the material (intrinsic) rate dependence is rate weakening and that the 
deformation is localized.  

But this is a qualitative idea; a gap in lab-based 
models of earthquake occurrence is that localization 
observed in laboratory experiments is either imposed or 
strongly influenced by the initial or boundary conditions 
of the experiment. For example, shearing a flat initially 
bare rock surface with fine scale roughness produces wear 
until the rock surfaces are isolated. The resulting ‘mature’ 
fault has a microstructure consisting of a thin boundary 

parallel (Y) shear, a localized shear zone, 
but this localization is the expected 
product of the initial condition (Figure 1). 
Another example is a simulated gouge 
experiment with a localized boundary 
condition (Beeler et al., 1996). Shearing a 
gouge layer under confined conditions 
requires a jacket about the gouge layer 
such that the pressurized confining media, 
gas or fluid, doesn’t permeate the fault and 
raise the pore pressure. Jacketing imposes 
a boundary condition on the fault margin, 
in this example the jackets are a split ring 
of Teflon, one half rotating with each side 
of the fault (Figure 2a). This imposes a 
localized condition at the inner and outer 

Figure 2. a) Cross section of jacket geometry in confined rotary shear 
experiments. The gouge layer is loaded by rock and confined on the 
inner and outer diameters by a jacket assembly consisting of two O - 
rings and two split Teflon rings. The split is adjacent to the gouge on 
both the inner and outer diameters; this imparts a localized condition 
at these boundaries. The view is a cross-section of one side of a hollow 
cylinder, the axis of rotation being to the left, out of the field of view. 
b) Optical photomicrograph of a cross section of a granite fault gouge 
slid to > 400 mm. This view shows the outer diameter of the gouge 
layer, the area outlined in red in a. The sliding jacket has been 
removed. The gouge microstructure shows localization at the gouge 
edge where the split in the jacket was. 
 

Figure 1. Optical photomicrograph of a mature fault 
zone generated from slip between initially bare 
surfaces of Westerly granite (C). At 375 mm slip 
(FR37), deformation is localized on a flat Y shear 
(Y). Gouge (G) is fine-grained throughout. During 
unloading, the gouge layer has separated along the Y 
shear and at the gouge-rock interfaces.  
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edges of the gouge, and the resulting degree of localization 
within the layer is unnaturally influenced (Figure 2b). A 
final example is a gouge experiment containing a weak 
interface (Dieterich, 1981). Because the normal and shear 
forces imposed on a simulated gouge layer are transmitted 
by ‘forcing blocks’ of rock, the rock/gouge interface can 
be a plane of weakness if the surface of the blocks is flat 
and smooth. With shear, this interface results in the 
development of a boundary-localization (Figure 3). While 
material rate dependence should influence localization 
(see below), in the only detailed study of initial and 
boundary effects Beeler et al. (1996) found that 
localization and delocalization in the experiments was 
influenced by the boundary conditions rather than a unique 
result of the intrinsic rate dependence of the material itself. 

Similarly, we have no understanding of shear zone 
thickness and localization in high-speed friction 
experiments because of boundary conditions. All high-

speed friction experiments to date have been conducted unconfined (Figure 4). The configuration is 
relative rotation between two solid cylinders (Tsutsumi and Shimamoto, 1997). Shear displacement does 
not occur at the center of the solid cylinder and the maximum displacement occurs at the cylinder edge. 
Simulated gouges sheared between these cylinders are contained using a slip fit Teflon sleeve (e.g., 
Brantut et al., 2008). The boundary condition imposed by the Teflon sleeve is known inexactly but no 
matter what it is, it encourages shear localization at the gouge rock interface. There are three possibilities: 
the sleeve spins with the moving rock part of the sample assembly, alternatively it stays stationary with 
the stationary sample, or something intermediate between these two cases, either spinning at a rate 
between that of the moving sample or during the course of the experiment it moves sometimes with one 

sample and sometimes the other. If it spins with the 
moving sample, the bulk of the gouge spins with the 
spinning sample and localization is imposed at the gouge 
rock interface between the gouge and the stationary 
sample. This geometry is like filling a cylindrical hole half 
full of gouge, sticking a solid cylinder in the hole onto the 
gouge and spinning the cylinder. Not much happens in the 
bulk of the gouge because the spinning cylinder is remote 
and the walls of the hole are stationary. If the sleeve stays 
stationary the above is true except the localization is 
imposed at the moving sample/gouge interface. If the 
sleeve spins, but slower than the moving sample, 
localization in encouraged at both interfaces. 

Importance of shear zone thickness  
In short, no relevant study of localization has been conducted in a laboratory fault zone. It is 

important to understand how and exactly why shear localization occurs within granular materials and fault 
gouge layers at all relevant normal stresses and sliding speeds. In addition to apparently determining 
whether faults are seismic or aseismic, as discussed above, the thickness of the shear zone controls the 
depth of the deep stable- unstable friction transition at the base of the seismogenic zone (Chester, 1995). 
The transition is to a solution transport aided mechanism that is strain rate dependent, strain rate being the 
ratio of the slip velocity and the fault thickness. Chester (1995)’s inferred transition depth is based on a 
choice of a 1 mm thick shear zone – the thickness used in his experiments. If the thickness is an order of 
magnitude different, the predicted transition depth changes by kilometers. 

Fault zone thickness controls heat production rate, which controls the onset of any shear heat 

Figure 4. Sample geometry used in high speed gouge 
experiments. The sample is typically a solid cylinder, 
with the axis of rotation as shown by the dashed line. 
 

Figure 3. Optical photomicrograph of simulated 
granite gouge (G) sheared to 65 mm displacement. The 
forcing blocks are labeled (C). Within the shear zone 
(S), a dark band of extremely fine-grained material, 
which contains a dominant boundary-parallel Y shear 
(Y), has formed near the rock interface. 
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induced dynamic weakening mechanism. The temperature rise ΔT from shear heating can be estimated by 
balancing shear generated heat 

 

!V"t , over the duration Δt against the product of the change in thermal 
energy 

 

! ˆ c ∆T and the shear zone width h, 

 

!T = "V!t # ˆ c h , where 

 

! ˆ c  is the volumetric heat capacity. 
Therefore, the onset of such mechanisms as bulk melting and pore fluid pressurization vary inversely with 
fault zone thickness. Indeed thermal pressurization has even been invoked in theoretical models of 
earthquake nucleation (Segall and Rice, 2006), a result that is produced mainly due to their choice of an 
extremely narrow shear zone thickness (< 1 mm). 

Other dynamic weakening mechanisms whose onset velocity is not strictly controlled by heat 
production also tend to be influenced by shear zone thickness. For instance, for flash weakening whose 
theoretic onset speed at asperity contacts has been confirmed in bare surface rock experiments, the onset 
presumes a fully localized fault slip surface. If instead, fault displacement is accommodated within a 
shear zone of finite thickness h, the slip velocity at a representative contact asperity is Vc = VD/h where D 
is the average grain diameter. Even given the natural observations of Chester et al. (2005) which show 
very narrow principal shear zones (1 mm), the fact that the mean particle sizes are small (72% < 10 µm) 
would require the contact slip speed to be many times or even orders of magnitude smaller than for the 
fully localized laboratory fault. Under those conditions, flash melting may be suppressed due to the shear 
zone thickness. Much has been made of the importance of flash weakening in theoretical fault models 
(Rice, 2006), but those calculations assume fault zones of vanishing thickness. 

Expected interdependence amongst slip rate, slip, temperature and shear zone thickness 
Localization in faulting experiments should be related to the fault’s rate and slip dependencies, as 

follows. To understand expected relations amongst fault strength, slip, slip speed and thickness, first 
consider a purely rate dependent fault. A strain localization/delocalization criteria can be derived by 
requiring a reduction in work per unit strain or unit slip, that is a negative incremental change in work dW 
< 0. In the absence of dilation and compaction, such a reduction during faulting, requires that the shear 
resistance decreases with slip, 0 > dτ/dδ . For a velocity dependent material 

 

! = f ( ˙ " ) , where strain rate is 

 

˙ ! = V /h  and h is the thickness of the deforming zone, we have 
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Since V and h are both positive,  
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is the localization criteria. 

 

!" /! ˙ #  is the strain rate dependence of fault strength which can be either negative or 
positive. If the velocity dependence of strength is positive, then (2) requires that dh/dδ is positive and the shear zone 
widens with displacement. Conversely, if the velocity dependence is negative, dh/dδ is negative and the shear zone 
localizes with displacement.  

The localization condition for natural faults are no doubt somewhat more complicated than (2), and laboratory 
faults show strong displacement dependencies that are not predicted by (2). How strength relates to the degree of 
localization for a slip rate and slip dependent fault zone might understood by considering a generalized fault whose 
shear strength τ is a function of strain (displacement dependent) and also of strain rate (velocity dependent), τ = f(γ,

 

˙ ! ). In such a fault zone the rate of strength change with the change in thickness h of the deforming zone is  
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(Beeler et al., 1996) where 

 

!" /!#  is the strain dependence of strength. As required by the energy consideration, the 
strength of a fault will tend to be minimized, provided there is a path by which weakening can occur. Thus, dτ is 
negative, and as a result, the fault can become weaker either by localizing (dh< 0) or becoming less localized (dh > 
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0). For instance, if there is no velocity dependence of strength (

 

!" /! ˙ # = 0) and the displacement dependence of 
strength is negative, then to minimize strength, dτ / dh must be negative, requiring that the fault will localize (dh is 
negative). Conversely, if there is no velocity dependence of strength (

 

!" /! ˙ # = 0) and the displacement dependence 
of strength is positive, to minimize strength requires that the fault will delocalize (dh is positive). 

Localization/delocalization can also result from temperature dependence because the contact scale 
deformation mechanisms that control friction (e.g., crack growth, plasticity, solution transport) are 
thermal activated. It is well established that steady state friction is temperature dependent (Chester, 1995; 
Noda, 2008). For a fault zone whose shear strength depends on temperature as well as strain and strain 
rate, τ = f(γ,

 

˙ ! , T) the rate of strength change with the change in thickness h of the deforming zone is 
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Thermal effects in friction are expected to be small at slip rates less than 1 mm/s, but may be 
important at intermediate rates and high slip speeds (Noda, 2008). The derivative dT/dh is always 
negative, that is, the narrower the shear zone more heat is produced. The partial derivative 

 

!" /!T  is the 
temperature dependence of strength, which may be negative or positive. For rate and state friction, 
velocity dependence and temperature dependencies of strength apparently correlate, rate weakening faults 
are temperature strengthening and rate strengthening faults are temperature weakening (Chester, 1995). 
The implications of thermal weakening for faulting have not been explored experimentally and only 
recently have the implications been considered in theoretical treatments (Noda, 2008).  

 
Research Program and Progress 

Introduction. We designed a sliding jacket that will not induce localization in the sample, but that 
should allow the sample to develop localization, or not, without influence from the jacket. Our research is 
to 1) develop and test this design, making modifications if experience shows that is needed, and 2) then 
conduct some experiments to investigate localization using this new assembly design. 

Proposed jacket design for high-pressure rotary-shear apparatus at Brown University. The essence 
of our proposed design is to surround the gouge portion of the sample with Teflon powder, while 
retaining Teflon rings opposite the sample as we now have them, so that the O-ring will still be able to 
function properly in sealing out the gas pressure medium. Our preliminary design is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
Note that if the powder extended all the way to the steel sample grips, then the corner that exists between 
the O-ring, the Teflon ring, and the steel grip would no longer exist because the Teflon powder would 
flow into that space. Without that empty corner (which is vented to atmospheric pressure through the 
permeable rock forcing blocks and our pore-pressure tubing) the O-ring would not seal the gas, because 

the unsupported vented area, on which an O-ring depends 
for it's sealing, would not exist. 

This assembly may require modification before we 
settle upon a design that is satisfactory. For example, the 
shape and size of the remaining Teflon rings may need to 
be altered to ensure that the Teflon powder does not escape 
into the corner. The particle size of the powder may need to 
be altered. A range of sizes of Teflon powder are available 
commercially. We have purchased powder having a particle 
size of 39 µm, because it is small enough that it should not 
affect the gouge by being too coarse, and it is fine enough 
that it will be feasible to handle it. We have designed some 
jigs to load the gouge and the Teflon powder so they do not 
become mixed during sample assembly, shown in Figure 6. Figure 5. Blow up of boundary between gouge and 

Teflon powder in proposed jacket and sample 
assembly. Compare with existing assembly, Fig. 2a. 
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The procedure involves using very thin metal shims (0.002”) between the gouge and the Teflon powder 
that will keep them separated during compaction of the two powders on the bench. These shims will then 
be withdrawn while pressing down on the powders. The jigs shown and discussed in Figure 6 allow us to 
do this. The several complex shaped parts needed for doing this are presently being fabricated by our 
machinist. Some of the machining is being done using EDM techniques because conventional fabrication 

SolidWorks Student License
Academic Use Only

Figure 6. CAD assembly drawing of lower sample grip with jigs for loading synthetic rock gouge and Teflon powder while 
keeping them separate. The lower steel sample grip is in grey with horizontal hashing. The lower rock forcing-block in grey 
is epoxied into an annular groove in the sample grip. The one-mm-thick layer of rock gouge is in speckled grey. Above it in 
white is a temporary Teflon compactor/spacer. In red, outside and inside the gouge sample is the Teflon powder. Above and 
below that in white are the solid Teflon rings similar to those now in use except their axial dimension is only as long as the 
amount by which the forcing blocks project above the lower and (not shown) upper steel sample grips. Outside and inside of 
the outer and inner Teflon rings and powder are the Viton O-rings that seal the confining-pressure gas from the sample. 
Between the rock gouge sample and the Teflon powder are temporary stainless-steel shims, shown in brass color, that 
separate the rock powder from the Teflon powder. Another pair of shims separate the Teflon powder from the O-rings, and 
these are attached to outer (shown in violet) and inner (shown in transparent grey) rings. When the rock and Teflon powder is 
loaded into the annular spaces between the shims,  only these shims, the lower forcing-block, and the lower solid Teflon rings 
are in place. The rock power is compacted with the white Teflon compactor/spacer and the Teflon powder is compacted with 
the two grey steel compactor/spacer rings presently shown above the upper solid Teflon rings. Once the powders are loaded, 
the upper solid Teflon rings are installed, followed by the three compactor/spacer rings. Then the three transparent-beige-
colored hold-down armature pieces are installed and bolted down via the central grey shaft. Those and the outer and inner 
green-colored _O-ring hold-down pieces prevent the powders and the O-rings from moving upward when the four annular 
shims are withdrawn. The withdrawal is accomplished with the transparent-violet-colored clamps and clamp base. Once the 
shims are withdrawn and the O-ring hold-downs and the three compactor/spacer rings are removed, the top sample grip with 
its rock forcing block (neither are shown) is lowered into contact with the powders and O-rings and the assembly is ready to 
be installed in our high-pressure rotary-shear testing apparatus. 
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using a combination of a mill and lathe cannot produce the very delicate parts needed for the hold-down 
and the base for the clamps that will be used for extracting the steel shims. 

One issue that may arise when using Teflon powder right next to the sample gouge is that it is 
possible that they might become mixed by the shearing in the experiment. We think this is unlikely, since 
the shearing is circumferential and so the ideal flow lines between the gouge and the Teflon powder will 
not cross the boundary. However, we will carefully examine our samples after the experiments using a 
variety of techniques, such as optical and electron microscopy, as well as chemical analysis using Brown's 
electron microprobe to search for fluorine from possible Teflon in the sample. If Teflon powder proves 
problematical, we will try using a stack of Teflon washers that we would punch out of a thin Teflon sheet; 
sheets with a thickness of 51 µm are available and should be fine. 

Another possible issue with this design is that the Teflon powder (or washers) might exert a tendency 
for delocalization in the gouge since Teflon is itself velocity strengthening. However, the positive velocity 
dependence of Teflon is smaller than the negative velocity dependence of, say granite gouge, so if the 
Teflon does exert an influence we expect it to be small. This is particularly true since the forces involved 
in shearing the low-friction Teflon are smaller than those in shearing the rock gouge. In addition, if the 
gouge has a tendency to localize, this can occur away from the edges that are in contact with the Teflon. 
Since the wall thickness of the gouge from its inside to outside diameters is 5 mm and that for the Teflon 
is less than 1 mm, we anticipate that any delocalizing influence from the Teflon will be minimal. 
However, until we do the experiments we cannot have a definite answer to this question.  

Though we will not specifically develop a prototype non-localized sliding jacket for high speed 
faulting, there is considerable need for this (e.g., Figure 4). We will be visiting two laboratories of Giulio 
DiToro in Italy in May of 2012 one at INGV in Rome and one at the University of Padua, both having 
high veolicty friction apparatus. In collaboration with Giulio we will consider designs for high-speed slip.  

Planned experiments. Once the fabrication of our sample assembly jigs is completed, our initial 
experiments will be on Westerly granite gouge identical to the gouge we used in the study of Beeler et al. 
(1996). This will give us a good basis for comparing the results with the old assembly shown in Fig. 2a 
and the new one shown in Fig. 5. Following that, we will do experiments on both biotite and muscovite 
gouge to compare our results to those of Scruggs and Tullis (1998) who studied localization in these two 
platy minerals, biotite being velocity weakening and muscovite being velocity strengthenging. 

Implications for SCEC goals. Our particular interest in studying shear localization in the lab is to 
contribute to understanding the physical basis for geologic observations of shear localization, the relation 
of degree of localization to the rate dependence of fault strength. This work also addresses the role of 
localization in shear heating and dynamic weakening. We expect our largest contribution to SCEC will be 
to the long term research goal to develop a full 3D model of fault-zone structure that includes the depth 
dependence of shear localization and damage zones, hydrologic and poroelastic properties, and the 
geometric complexities at fault branches, step-overs, and other along-strike and down-dip variations. 
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